
MOVE BEYOND TRADITIONAL TECHNOLOGY

PACKAGE HANDLING SOLUTIONS



Move Beyond



With more than 40 years’ experience, Intralox continues to lead the way 

in helping customers achieve their goals by offering comprehensive 

conveyance solutions that create significant economic value. Intralox 

delivers innovative, premium technology within a direct business model 

and a global, industry-specific structure. Our industry-specific teams 

have an in-depth knowledge of customer applications and provide tech-

nical support and consulting, and 24/7 customer service. Working with 

Intralox allows you to experience our uncompromising commitment to 

providing solutions and solving problems for our customers.

We pushed past the boundaries of traditional conveying systems with 

the revolutionary invention of modular plastic belting, and continue to 

move beyond industry standards with new products, equipment, solu-

tions, and services. Intralox’s commitment to innovation has led to over 

800 patents currently in force around the world. If our customers have a 

need, we invent smart solutions to solve them. 

Transforming Movement.



Intralox’s cutting-edge solutions help plants reach their package handling goals—both now and in the 

future—by decreasing equipment footprint, increasing functionality, improving productivity, and increasing  

throughput. For more than 10 years, Activated Roller Belt™ (ARB™) technology has met a demand  

for efficient and reliable conveyance across a wide range of industries, including food processing, 

packaging, material handling, and corrugated manufacturing. Combined with our belt and equipment 

solutions, ARB technology allows us to provide solutions that fill the gaps in plant line layouts.

Key to the success of ARB technology is our approach to layout optimization. Our comprehensive 

knowledge of equipment engineering, as well as the industries we serve, ensures that you receive a 

solution that can handle any package type (with minimal controls) while also future-proofing your line  

for changes down the road.

More than 5,000 ARB installations globally have decreased overall project costs and added functionality  

for customers worldwide. Contact Intralox before the start of your next project and allow our industry  

experts to review your entire layout to determine where ARB technology can provide the most value, 

while lowering your overall costs.

MOVE BEYOND THE TRADITIONAL WITH THE  
PROVEN PERFORMANCE OF INTRALOX TECHNOLOGIES
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ALIGNING



ARB™ S400 Belt

Belt Direction

Package Direction

Aligns items within a footprint up to 40% smaller than traditional 

technologies (e.g., skewed rollers)

Handles a broad range of flat-bottom products (including boxes, 

cases, cartons, and shrink-wrapped packages) without the need for 

guardrail adjustments

Prevents jams to minimize downtime

ARB Aligner S400 

ARB Aligner S7000

ARB Aligner S7050

Reliable, precise positioning 

of a broad range of items in 

a small footprint

move smarter

Package Direction

ARB S400 Belt

Belt Travel Direction



CASE TURNING



ARB™ S400 Belt

Belt Direction

Package Direction

Simultaneously handles a wide variety of product sizes and types 

(including imperfect products) gently and effectively

Prevents skewing, jamming, and related product damage

Aligns products after turning; “touchless” turning available

ARB Case Turner S400 

ARB Case Turner S7000

ARB Case Turner S7050

Selective turning and aligning  

of up to 200 packages per 

minute* without changes to 

equipment settings

*Dependent upon package size move smarter

Package Direction

ARB S400 Belt

Belt Travel Direction



FEEDING TO PALLETIZERS AND ROBOTS



Belt Direction

Package Direction ARB™ S7000 Belt

Simplifies infeeding to traditional palletizers and robots within a 

compact footprint

Forms an infinite number of custom pallet layers—including complex 

patterns with product positioning to within 0.5 in (25 mm)—to reliably 

infeed 60-225 packages per minute

Forms single or dual rows at 25-65 packages per minute to increase 

robot throughput while reducing complexity and cost

Reduces maintenance compared to mechanical devices; eliminates 

downtime associated with the manual setup changes required for 

alternative solutions

ARB Pallet Layer  
Former S7000

ARB Pallet Layer  
Former S7050 

ARB Pallet Row  
Former S400

DARB™ Sorter S4500

Gentle, touchless positioning  

that future-proofs lines to 

handle a variety of product 

sizes and types, including 

cases and shrink-wrapped 

trays

move smarter

Package Direction

ARB S7000 Belt

Belt Direction



MERGING



ARB™ S400 Belt

Belt DirectionPackage Direction
Registration Belt

Increases line throughput with continual motion  

Operates with no sensors or controls

Reduces footprint compared to traditional technologies

Eliminates accumulation and resulting product damage

ARB Perpetual Merge 
S900/S400

Continuously combines 

package flows from two or 

more lines into a single line

move smarter

Package Direction

ARB S400 Belt

Belt Travel Direction

Registration Belt



PALLET LAYER DESCRAMBLING



ARB™ S400 Belt

Belt Direction

Package Direction

Descrambles up to six pallet layers per minute on a single system

Ensures consistent, uniform product orientation

Gently handles 80+ cartons per pallet layer, regardless of layer type 

(from column-stacked layers to complex, interlocked arrangements)

Provides a simple, low-maintenance solution with virtually no controls

ARB Pallet Layer  
Descrambler S400 

Automatically descrambles, 

singulates, and orients 

layers of products into a 

single-file line.

move smarter

Package Direction

ARB S400 Belt

Belt Travel Direction



RIGHT ANGLE TRANSFERRING



ARB™ S400 Belt

Belt Direction

Package Direction Passive On
Configuration

Passive Off
Configuration

90 degree Merge
Configuration

Enables merging of two or more consecutive 90-degree transfers

Saves floor space by 30%-80% compared to standard radius  

conveyors

Reduces downtime and maintenance costs by preventing skewing 

and related product damage

Maintains product orientation (optional) to eliminate the need for a 

case turner

ARB 90-Degree  
Transfer S400 

DARB 90-Degree 
Transfer S4500

Receiving, transporting, and 

delivering a range of product  

types, gently and without 

complex controls

move smarter

Package Direction

ARB S400 Belt

Belt Travel Direction



SINGULATING



Belt Direction

ARB™ S400 Belt

Reduces incidences of jams, mis-sorts, or side-by-sides to  

decrease/eliminate manual labor needs

Singulates in a smaller footprint than traditional systems

Eliminates the need for controls or siderails

Provides continuous singulation without frequent conveyor  

stops and starts

ARB Singulator S400

Highly accurate singulation 

of a wide range of product 

types at throughputs of up 

to 5,000 products per hour

move smarter

ARB S400 Belt

Belt Travel Direction



SORTING AND REJECTING



Single Divert Multiple Divert Sorter

DARB S4500 Belt

Belt Travel Direction

Package Direction

Gently handles a variety of product types, including those not  

typically handled by traditional technologies

Enables “touchless” sorting or rejecting in a compact footprint

Requires little to no maintenance and no guarding or safety cages 

(moving parts are below belt)

Enhances options for divert placement

 » Capable of sorting bi-directionally at 90 degrees with diverts  

directly across from one another

 » Uses single-drive operation regardless of divert count

ARB Sorter S7000

DARB Sorter S4500 

DARB Sorter S4550

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL™ 
Sorter

Sorts (uni- and bi-direction-

ally) up to 500 packages 

per minute*

*Dependent upon package size

Package Direction

DARB S4500 Belt

Belt Travel Direction

move smarter

Multiple Divert SorterSingle Divert



SWITCHING



ARB™ S7000 Belt

Belt Direction

12-pack cans Direction

Gently handles a range of challenging product types and sizes, both 

now and in the future, without the need to reset adjustments

Reduces downtime due to jams by justifying products at outfeeds

Enables in-line rejecting

Provides superior performance compared to traditional (i.e., slat 

switch) technology

 » Greater efficiency and throughput due to continuous product flow 

and parallel processing (simultaneous infeeds and outfeed)

 » Footprint reduced by an average of 25%

 » Lower cost of ownership

 » No exposed pinch points

ARB Switch S400 

DARB Switch S4500

ARB Switch S7000

ARB Switch S7050

Precisely and continuously 

lanes products up to 500 

per minute* from one or 

multiple infeed(s) to multiple 

destinations

*Dependent on package size. move smarter

Package Direction

ARB S7000 Belt

Belt Direction
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